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HUMANITIES GEOGRAPHY
Geographical Skills and Knowledge Study -  Migration - Moving to Thrive
Why do animals migrate? Understanding seasonal changes and map, location of hot and cold parts of the world in relation to the Equator and
poles. Understand how this interplays with animal migration - building on last term’s science learning around animals.

ENGLISH
Key texts: The Journey Home - Frann Preston Gannon, Anita and the Dragons - Hannah Carmona  Amazing Animal
Journeys - Chris Packham and Jason Cockcroft, The Owl and the Pussy Cat - Edward Lear
Outcomes: The Journey Home narrative, Animal migration information text, Migration poetry

MATHS
Place Value (within 20) Count forward and backwards and write numbers to 20 in numerals and words, Numbers to 11 - 20, Tens and Ones, Count
one more one less, Compare groups of objects, Compare objects, Order groups of objects, Order numbers
Addition and subtraction (within 20)-Add by counting on, Find and make numbers, Add by making 10, Subtraction -not crossing and crossing 10

SCIENCE
Everyday materials and seasonal changes
To distinguish between an object and the material it is made out of. Learn about a variety of materials and begin to understand and describe their
physical properties.
Seasonal Changes - Throughout the school year, pupils will take time to observe changes in weather and the natural environment around them,
and explore how this may affect animals and humans that live in and around it.

COMPUTING - Programming - Moving a Robot.
Introduction to early programming concepts. They will explore using individual commands as part of a computer program. Pupils will start predicting the
outcome of programs and are also introduced to the early stages of program design through the introduction of algorithms.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: SPEED, LAND, ROLL: Master running, jumping and throwing, as well as developing balance, agility and coordination.
DUEL, WIN, LOSE: Master running, agility, balance and coordination. Engage in competitive and cooperative activities.

RE
Concept - Change. Unit of Work: People Jesus met, how Jesus changed people's lives. (Christianity)

PSHE - Personal Social Health Economic: Relationships Education: To learn what is important about being me and to explore wants and needs. Online
Safety: to learn about personal information. Keeping safe: to identify people who keep me safe and how to stay safe in different places.

ART & DESIGN and DESIGN TECHNOLOGY:
Key skills - Printing   Key Artists - Yves Klein and David Hammons (body prints), Lynda Heines (printing with found objects)

MUSIC: Taking off - Develop knowledge of pitch through singing and tuned percussion.


